Gardening

Landscape Rake / Hay Rake / Hay Forks

Landscape & Hay Rakes

Landscape Rake

A heavy duty rake with a cast aluminium head, ideal
for levelling sand, gravel and raking out bark, wood
chippings and leaf mulch. The wide head design
helps covers large areas quickly and efficiently
and features a raised back so that it can be
inverted and used to flatten out large areas.
The head has 18 rounded metal tines.

Hay Rake

This wooden rake is based on the traditional Haywainers
pattern, with a wide head and long reach for gathering straw,
hay or grass. It has 16 dowelled peg tines fitted to wooden
shaft and iron stay.

Handle length:
1.7m (66in)
Head width:
730mm (29in)

Handle length:
1.8m (72in)
Head width:
680mm (27in)
FAIALR
£28.40 Ex VAT
£34.08 Inc VAT

FAIWHR
£28.39 Ex VAT £34.07 Inc VAT

Farming & Equestrian

Manure forks are excellent for use in the garden
or for farmwork. Faithfull manure forks are
lightweight, strong and well balanced with solid
socket heads and long pattern hardwood handles.

Manure Fork
A traditional farm and
equestrian fork designed
for use when picking
up and moving manure.
The hardwood handle is
fitted with a solid socket
four prong head that is
lightweight yet hard
wearing, a T handle grip
is provided for easy use
of turning and tipping.

T-Handle
Length: 1.2m
4 Prongs

FAIMANFORK
£25.34 Ex VAT
£30.41 Inc VAT
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Hay Fork

This farm and equestrian fork
is designed for use when
picking up and moving
hay. The hardwood shaft
is fitted with a solid socket
two prong head with
sharp points to allow easy
penetration of the bale.

Length: 1.63m
2 Prongs

FAIHAYFORK
£24.78 Ex VAT
£29.74 Inc VAT

Manure Drag
A traditional farm tool
originally designed for use
when raking up manure,
but also commonly use for
dragging drains, ditches,
canals, rivers and ponds to
remove weeds and debris.
Hardwood shaft with a four
prong solid socket head.

Length: 1.75m
4 Prongs

FAIMANDRAG
£37.11 Ex VAT
£44.53 Inc VAT

